SKYLINE SOCCER
Sept. 10 – Skyline 4, Olympus 1
Story of the game: Emma Heyn scored two goals, and Holly Daugirda
and Jaslyn Masina each had one to lead Skyline past its rival for its third
straight Region 7 victory
Skyline’s highlights: Playing an evening game on Oly’s still new
artificial-turf field, the outcome was still in doubt as Skyline took a 2-1 lead
into halftime. The defense dominated after that.
Oly’s highlights: Ashley Cardozo gave the Titans some first-half momentum with her team’s only goal.
Statistical notes: The Eagles won another tough road game – and
this was the team’s first this season on turf. This was Heyn’s second time
so far this season scoring a pair of goals.
What we learned from this game: This was Skyline’s fourth straight
Win against its neighborhood rival and continued the Eagles on a path for
An important rematch against Timpanogos.
Coach Castillo’s comments: We had to find a similar field like
Olympus’ to practice and prepare. Both teams benefited from penalty kicks
to keep the score even in the first half. Speed at front and amazing play in
the middle kept the ball at the other end of the field. The few chances the
Titan girls had were denied by our solid defense.
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Sept. 12 – Skyline 7, Orem 0
Story of the game: Holly Daugirda scored a careerhigh four goals and Cate Christensen and Jaslyn Masina
each found the net as Skyline dominated Orem.
Skyline’s highlights: The Eagles had one of their
most-dominating wins so far this season. Daugirda had
a game she’ll remember the rest of her life. Rachel Gordon
keyed a couple of Skyline’s scores with a pair of assists.
Daugirda
Orem’s highlights: The Tigers were coming off a
1-0 loss to their rival – Mountain View – and suffered another shutout.
2-0 Offense was Orem’s problem all year as the team scored just six goals
3-0 all season.
Statistical notes: Skyline tied its season-high scoring total in a game
so far. Daugirda’s big day made her 4A’s individual leading scorer. The loss
was Orem’s eighth straight and the Tigers didn’t win another the rest of the
season.
What we learned from this game: The outcome was never in doubt
and Orem had one of the worst seasons of any 4A team. Just a sophomore,
Daugirda has already made a name for herself.
Coach Castillo’s comments: This was another game in which the full
varsity team could play. Our confidence grew; we were ranked second in the
state (4A). Now we could turn our focus to the second half of the season.
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